Vocal fold paresis: clinical and electrophysiologic features in a tertiary laryngology practice.
A retrospective chart review was performed at the senior author's voice disorder clinic to report the symptoms, signs, and laryngeal electromyography (LEMG) data of patients presenting with vocal fold paresis (VFP) in a tertiary laryngology academic practice over a 4-year period. Medical records of 739 patients presenting to the clinic with a chief complaint of dysphonia (for 2000-2004) were assessed. History intake forms, strobovideolaryngoscopy images, and LEMG reports were reviewed for all patients with a clinical diagnosis of VFP. Of the 739 patients presenting to the clinic with voice complaints, 195 were initially diagnosed with either vocal fold paralysis or VFP (26.4%). Only 13 out of 739 patients (1.8%) with voice complaints were diagnosed with LEMG-confirmed unilateral or bilateral VFP. The most common findings on strobovideolaryngoscopy were vocal fold bowing (70%), incomplete closure (62%), and increased vibratory amplitude (38%). Seventy percentage of the patients had unilateral VFP, predominantly isolated recurrent laryngeal nerve (RLN) disease. Only 9% had unilateral superior laryngeal nerve (SLN) involvement. The most common LEMG abnormality was reduced recruitment of motor units. In our voice center, VFP was a relatively uncommon diagnostic entity. Despite the low prevalence, VFP needs to be considered in all patients who present with dysphonia. Further study is needed to examine the prevalence of "abnormal" LEMG studies in an asymptomatic control population, and to determine the utility of LEMG in the evaluation and management of dysphonia. In the same way that strobovideolaryngoscopy has been critically evaluated in the past, there is also a need to determine how commonly LEMG contributes essential data which leads to a change in the patient's management and/or ultimate vocal outcome.